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            At Jetvillas we use our own and third-party cookies to analyze our services and show you advertising related to your preferences based on a profile drawn up from your browsing habits (for example, pages visited).


               You can get more information and configure your preferences HERE
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                              These cookies are necessary to facilitate correct browsing on our website and ensure that the content loads efficiently, allowing for correct usage of the different options or services on the site. Anonymous and aggregate analytical cookies are included to count site traffic and monitor the pages visited.
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                              These are first or third-party cookies that allow us to optimise your experience on the website by evaluating its performance and to improve by adding new functions.
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                              These cookies are used to store information on user behaviour obtained by continual observation. they allow us to understand browsing habits on the site and show advertising content related to the users browsing profile.
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                        LIFE IS MEASURED 
IN MOMENTS.WHERE DO YOU WANT TO LIVE YOURS?
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                        Architecture and Construction
                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                                                    
                                
                            
                                            

                

            

        

    
    


    

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                        

                            
                                
                                
                            


                        

                        

                            
Altea
Benissa
Benitachell
Calpe
Jávea
Llíber
Moraira


                        

                        
                            
Apartment
bar / restaurant
Building
commercial space
House
Parking
Plot
retail
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Sea Views
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New Construction                                
Modern
Mediterranean                                
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                                Romantic dinners under the stars
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Taking a bath in a heated pool in January
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Barbecue with friends and family
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Enjoy full privacy while having a sun-bath
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Having breakfast looking at the sea
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Enjoy the gentle sea breeze
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Visitors living my house independently
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Sun-bathing while I take care of my plants
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Read a book next to the fireplace
                        

                    

                

            

        

    


    


    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        BECAUSE THE PURPOSE OF THE HOUSES IS TO MAKE THEIR PEOPLE HAPPY                    

                    

                    

                                                KNOW THE LATEST ONLINE TECHNOLOGIES

                            






We are your leading real estate agent in the use of the latest digital technologies, offering total transparency through our virtual tours, live online visits, and you can even reserve the property online with all the guarantees.

SELL YOUR HOUSE HASSLE-FREE

                            
Have an expert company by your side, specialized in the use of the latest digital technologies and in which you can trust. Come and enjoy this experience by visiting us in our offices or comfortably online from anywhere else in the world.

                                                BUY YOUR HOUSE WITH ALL TRANQUILITY

                            
We enjoy when you fall in love with your house, when you have fun searching for it and even more when you'll live in it. We have your next home exclusively. Come in and enjoy step by step.

                                                INVEST INSURING YOUR MONEY

                            
We perfectly know our area, strategic investment opportunities, rental locations and emerging areas. We advise you on what you need.

                                    
                
                    
                

            
        
    

    



    


    
        
            Doing it unique

            
                
                    WE FIND WHAT YOU WANT AND WHAT YOU NEED

                    
                        The first thing is to meet you; we love it and it assures us to always look in the right direction to achieve and exceed your expectations and objectives.

We want it to be a process that you enjoy and that excites you, and that you not only get a house, but the memory of how you found it.
                    

                    PROPERTIES THAT PROVIDE QUALITY AND GUARANTEES

                    
                        We want to find the perfect house that you will turn into a home, one that fits right in with you, and that has the quality you deserve. One to fill with moments. And of course one who makes you feel safe. This is why we offer you our exclusive SAFE PURCHASE GUARANTEE, that will protect you from any legal problem in your home during the next 20 years.
                    

                

                
                    ALWAYS BY YOUR SIDE, WE TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING

                    pre






- Opening of bank accounts
- Obtaining NIE
- Advice
- Contracts in your language
- Legal and administrative processes
- Information about the areas
- Lifestyle, location
- Golden visa


DURING

Property search, support, problem solving, process optimization, administrative handling, logistics, legal purchase-sale support.
post

- Registration / suppliers contracts
 - Move
 - Direct debitings
 - Small and mayor Reforms
- Pool and garden maintenance
 - Management
 - Technical advice
 - Rental
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            QUALITY HOMES FOR QUALITY MOMENTS

            In Jetvillas we measure every detail

            


        
                                    
                            
                                
                                    
                                


                                
                                                                                                                                            

                                
                                                                                                                                            

                                
                                                                    


                                
                                    

                                
                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                                    Renovated villa in Calpe with views of the Peñón de Ifach and the sea.
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                                                    MORAIRA | NEW MODERN VILLA UNDER CONSTRUCTION

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    D-589138 
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                                                    MORAIRA | NEW MODERN CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    D-589137 
                                                    2.300.000 €
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                                        GUARANTEE OF SALE

                

                
                                                    
                                        GLOBAL PROCESS

                

                
                                                    
                                        UNIQUE EXPERIENCE

                

            

        

    


    


    

    WE TREAT WITH PEOPLE RATHER THAN CLIENTS

    
        
                            
                    
                

                            
                    
                

                            
                    
                

            
        

    


    


    


    
        
            
                                    

                    
                        WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE

                        





                                                
We love multiculturalism, our international team speaks more than 7 languages because we want to understand you and be with you as you deserve.

We want to live with you the wonderful union that this area of the Mediterranean allows us to live unique moments. We love it and we like to take advantage of it. Because we want you to taste every moment with us.



THEY SPEAK FOR US

        
            
                                    
                        
                            NICK O.

                            ENGLAND

                            They found me the villa that I was dreamed about, thank you for that!
I also loved a lot that they took care of moving all the invoices to my name (electricity invoice, water invoice, and the garbage invoice), I don't speak Spanish yet, and they provided all those extra services for free for me.
I highly recommend the Jetvillas team!

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            СЕРГЕЙ БОРИСЕНКОВ (SERGEY BORISENKOV)

                            RUSSIA

                            I went to the Agency on the advice of friends. Very good attitude, support of transactions before and after the purchase, execution of gas, electricity and water contracts: everything was done quickly and free of charge. 
I especially wanted to mention Natalya Guseva, who was always with us and helped in every way, and is now ready to help with any problem. 
I recommend it everyone.

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            OVIDIU OPRISOR

                            ROMANIA

                            I have purchased a villa in Calpe, I have visited over 10 villas with their real estate agent and found the best villa located close to the sea.
Highly Professional service! I've already recommended Jetvillas to my friends! Thank you!

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            LAURA HERNÁNDEZ FEU

                            SPAIN

                            Very professional people! We are delighted with your attention, closeness, kindness and dedication. 
Surely we will do another operation together. 
I recommend it to you. Go and meet them.

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            MARINA McNALLY

                            RUSSIA

                            As it was already mentioned, amazing people working at Jetvillas - you contact them to find a dream home and one feel already like at home, as the result of 7-days-a-week commitment and focus on a customer’s individual wishes from start to finish. 
Professionel, honest, excellent service!

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            ARIANE COSTEDOAT

                            FRANCE

                            I can only recommend Jetvillas for many points: listening quality (in two visits they understood exactly what we were looking for), organization, relationship and kindness. And the big advantage: administrative monitoring for subscriptions and taxes.
Finally, with them, the certainty of making a very good purchase without unpleasant surprises! 
So yes, I recommend the whole team with a special mention for Mamen, who speaks French very well. Thanks to them!

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            SONIA RAPOSO

                            SPAIN

                            We were treated phenomenally. 
Very professional and attentive.

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            CLAUDIA FONT ANDRES

                            SPAIN

                            As a Spanish Lawyer based in the UK, advising British clients with property matters in Spain, I recently dealt with Jetvillas in a property transaction where I was acting as legal representative of the seller.
Jetvillas, and particularly Mamen Galan, have been very professional. Apart from aiming for the transaction to go ahead, they also understood and helped with my requirements in order to protect my clients needs.
Claudia Font, Partner at Gunnercooke llp (Spanish Desk).

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            RITA JASPERS

                            BELGIUM

                            Jetvillas has organized everything from A to Z in a friendly way for us. Professional sellers; always someone who can be contacted for any question (even in their own native language!). 
I can't help recommending Jetvilla's with 100% confidence!

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            NORBERT PATOCK

                            GERMANY

                            Very competent in buying and selling, but just as important is the contact between Jetvillas and the customer for small recurring things, from solving problems with the septic tank to small recurring modernization projects to the construction of a complete house. Personal contact is crucial.
You just feel in good hands with jet villas. ;)))))

                        

                    

                            

        


    


    


    


    
        
            
                OUR HOUSE IS YOUR HOUSE

            

            
                                        
                            
                        

                                        
                            
                        

                                        
                            
                        

                                        
                            
                        

                            

        

    


    



    


    
        
            
                
                    
                

                
                    
                        

                        
                            LEARN A NEW WAY OF DOING THINGS                            

                            Your safty, your peace of mind and of course your success. Before, during and after your property transaction.
                            LET'S TALK
                        

                    

                

                

            

        

    





      
      
      
      
         
            
               
                  
                     
                        
                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        POLICIES

                        	Privacy Policy
                           
	Legal Advice
                           
	Cookies Policy
                           
	Quality policy
                           


                     

                     
                        CONTACT INFO

                        	hola@jetvillas.com
	Phone & Whatsapp
+34 717 77 33 77
	Carretera Calpe - Moraira, Km 1
Ptda. Les Basetes 16-D
03710 Calpe, Alicante
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                     PURCHASE GUARANTEE

                     Forget setbacks. Only we offer a 20 year Warranty policy.                     

                     Leave us your contact and you will get yours with us FOR FREE!                     

                     
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                           
                        

                     

                  

               

            

         

      

      
      


   